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Degradation of iridium oxides via oxygen
evolution from the lattice: correlating atomic
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Understanding the fundamentals of iridium degradation during the oxygen evolution reaction is of
importance for the development of eﬃcient and durable water electrolysis systems. The degradation
mechanism is complex and it is under intense discussion whether the oxygen molecule can be directly
released from the oxide lattice. Here, we define the extent of lattice oxygen participation in the oxygen
evolution and associated degradation of rutile and hydrous iridium oxide catalysts, and correlate this
mechanism with the atomic-scale structures of the catalytic surfaces. We combine isotope labelling with
atom probe tomography, online electrochemical and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
Our data reveal that, unlike rutile IrO2, Ir hydrous oxide contains –Ir
IIIOOH species which directly
contribute to the oxygen evolution from the lattice. This oxygen evolution mechanism results in faster
degradation and dissolution of Ir. In addition, near surface bulk regions of hydrous oxide are involved in
the oxygen catalysis and dissolution, while only the topmost atomic layers of rutile IrO2 participate
in both reactions. Overall our data provide a contribution to the fundamental understanding of the
exceptional stability of Ir-oxides towards the oxygen evolution reaction. The proposed approach to a
quantitative assessment of the degree of lattice oxygen participation in the oxygen evolution reaction
can be further applied to other oxide catalyst systems.
Broader context
Understanding why catalysts are unstable during the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is crucial for the development of eﬃcient energy conversion and storage
technologies. The current insight on the complex degradation mechanism is limited by inability to establish structure–function relationships between
reactivity/stability and atomic scale structure. In this contribution we combine atom probe tomography (APT) with online electrochemical mass spectrometry
(OLEMS) and a method of isotope labelling to enable direct correlation of the atomic scale structure of iridium oxide catalysts with the mechanisms of their
degradation and OER. APT offers previously unavailable insight into the distribution of individual atoms within the surface of rutile and amorphous iridium
oxides in three dimensions. In particular it shows that unlike rutile iridium dioxide, hydrous oxide consists of highly reactive –IrIIIOOH species that according
to OLEMS on 18O-labelled samples are responsible for release of oxygen molecules directly from the oxide lattice leading to iridium dissolution. With the
insight on the reaction mechanism obtained from OLEMS the correlative APT measurements can resolve special structural features that are responsible for
high reactivity and/or instability of other catalytic systems guiding the development of materials with superior electrocatalytic performance.
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Introduction
The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) underpins electrochemical
technologies for hydrogen generation.1,2 The sluggish kinetics
of the OER and the instability of most of the catalysing materials
hinder widespread application of proton exchange membrane
water electrolysers (PEMWE).3 Up to now, only Ir-based anodes
meet the necessary requirements and are currently employed in
PEMWE.3,4 Nevertheless, even Ir undergoes dissolution in the
harsh conditions of the OER. Experimental correlation between
activity and stability of noble metals towards OER suggests that
the reaction itself triggers dissolution of the catalyst.5,6 In our
recent work7 we have shown that at high anodic potentials
evolution of oxygen and Ir dissolution may be linked through
common intermediates formed in both reactions, whose stability
determines the overall performance of an anode. The degradation
of the metal oxides during OER may also originate from the
instability of the oxygen anion in the oxide lattice.8 This can be
especially crucial in the case of mixed oxide catalysts, where
preferential leaching of a less noble element occurs,9 resulting in
surface reconstruction10 and the formation of amorphous hydrous
oxide of Ir.9,11,12 By combining isotope labelling and diﬀerential/
online electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS/OLEMS),
several studies evidenced lattice oxygen participation in the
OER mechanism for non-noble perovskites13 and sputtered Ru
oxide.14 In contrast, no lattice oxygen participation in the OER
was observed for Pt15 and thermally prepared RuO2.
16 Up to
now, only few studies supporting lattice oxygen evolution on Ir
anode were reported.9,17 In particular, the instability of the
oxide lattice in Ti/IrO2 electrodes formed upon thermal decom-
position of the respective salts was reported by Fierro et al.17
The above mentioned study was focused on the mechanism of
OER itself without linkage to the dissolution of the catalyst and
its structure. We also qualitatively demonstrated that most of
the Ir-based alloys and mixed oxides transform to amorphous
or hydrous oxides that tend to evolve oxygen from the lattice,
while the lattice of rutile IrO2 is stable.
9 However, the atomic
scale structure and composition of such electrochemically
generated hydrous oxides remain in many cases unresolved
and so does the extent of the contribution of the lattice oxygen
evolution to the degradation mechanism. When considering
the application of Ir-based anodes in service, and the extremely
high reactivity of hydrous oxides, gaining a fundamental under-
standing of the interrelations between lattice OER degradation
mechanism and the atomic-scale structure of oxides is truly
critical.
Here, we provide a quantitative assessment of the degree of
lattice oxygen participation in the OER and the associated
degradation of the Ir-oxides and correlate this mechanism with
the atomic scale structure. This is achieved using a method of
isotope labelling, a scanning flow cell (SFC) coupled with OLEMS
and an inductively coupled plasmamass spectrometer (ICP-MS) (see
the arrangement of setups in Fig. S1, ESI†). The reactively sputtered
Ir18O2 and electrochemically formed hydrous Ir
18Ox catalysts are
chosen as model electrodes because their stabilities significantly
diﬀer. The mechanism of lattice oxygen evolution is directly
correlated with the near-atomic-level characterization of oxides
revealed by atom probe tomography (APT). This unique and corre-
lative combination of techniques reveals that, in contrast to rutile
IrO2, hydrous oxide consists of –Ir
IIIOOH species that contribute to
the OER from within the lattice. Dissolution of Ir from its hydrous
oxide is hypothesized to be directly correlated with the formation of
oxygen molecules from lattice atoms, since the associated partial
currents of these processes are of the same order of magnitude.
Overall, Ir oxides exhibit high stability as molecular oxygen is
generated from water rather than from the oxide lattice itself.
Results
Structure of oxides
The reactively sputtered oxide was first analysed by X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS), and the binding energy of Ir 4f7/2
peak at 61.8 eV corresponds to IrIV in IrO2 (Fig. S2, ESI†).
18,19
Detailed deconvolution of the spectra suggests that this is the
only oxidation state of Ir detected in our experiments. Possible
presence of other oxidation states in trace amounts cannot be
completely ruled out without employment of X-ray absorption
methods, e.g. EXAFS. In line with this, a spectrum of O 1s
level has significant contribution of lattice oxygen (529.9 eV)
(Fig. S2b, ESI†). In agreement with the literature,19 the spectrum
of (Fig. S3a, ESI†) hydrous oxide shows the presence of IrIII and
IrIV in Ir 4f level. The O 1s level in the hydrous oxide indicates
the essential contribution of OH groups in comparison to lattice
oxygen (Fig. S3b, ESI†).
To address the complex structure of the near surface regions
of oxides that might be involved in the possible evolution of
oxygen from the lattice, we employed APT. The details of
specimen preparation can be found in Fig. S5 (ESI†). The top-
down and side views of a three dimensional APT reconstruction
from the hydrous oxide are shown in Fig. 1a–d. The spatial
resolution in APT is not isotropic with respect to the analysis
direction. The depth resolution being at least twice superior to
the lateral resolution on average. Within the datasets presented
here, one can consider a higher bound of the spatial resolution
being in the range of 0.2–0.5 nm across the entire field of view.
It is safe to estimate it to be close to B0.2 nm in the depth-
profiles in Fig. 1c, d and h that are mostly concerned with an
analysis parallel to the specimen’s main axis. For the profiles in
Fig. 1b and g, which were calculated almost normally to the
specimen’s main axis, a safe estimate would be in the range
of 0.5 nm. To detect possible hydroxy-groups the oxide was
prepared using a proton-free deuterated electrolyte,20 since
hydrogen is the main contaminant of the vacuum chamber and
might interfere with data analysis.21 Note that 16O-containing
oxides were used for APT experiments. In line with TEM data
presented in Fig. S4 (ESI†), the hydrous oxide has a nanoporous
structure with an oxide film of only a few atomic layers thick
covering the entire surface (Fig. S6, ESI†). The composition of the
surface oxide film varies in terms of oxygen content along the
surface and contains 16OD-enriched regions (Fig. S6b, ESI†).
This observation suggests that the hydrous oxides, when prepared
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by cycling of the electrode potential, exhibit different structure and
composition from those reported for Ir oxide films prepared by
galvanostatic or potentiostatic anodic polarization.20 Fig. 1a–c show
that the bulk of the hydrous oxide contains a network of pores.
Fig. 1d displays a close-up on one pore, which clearly shows a
scattered cloud of oxygen atoms and an agglomeration of hydroxy
groups marked by the deuterated molecular ions 16OD+ detected by
APT (Fig. 1e). According to our results presented in Fig. 1d and e,
each nanopore of the hydrous oxide is covered by ca. 52 at% of IrO
and 48 at% of OH groups, which roughly matches a 1 :1 ratio. The
corresponding mass spectra obtained for the outer layer and for the
porous bulk of the hydrous oxide are shown in Fig. S7 (ESI†).
Note that APT works by progressively field evaporating, i.e.
desorbing and ionizing under the influence of an intense electric
field, the atoms from the specimen’s surface. As a void gets
intersected by the emitting surface, severe variations of the local
curvature appear that make voids the loci of severe trajectory
aberrations.22 This explains the apparently diﬀuse clouds of Ir16O
corresponding to the void. In the tomographic reconstruction, the
16OD+ species appear agglomerated at the top of the void. The depth
coordinate is sequentially incremented for each detected ion.23 The
hydroxy groups present within the nanopores (region in Fig. 1d) will
be detected in close succession, escaping from the pore shortly after
it starts being analysed. These ions hence artificially appear nearly at
the same depth within the reconstruction, while they are in reality
distributed over the whole volume of the pore.23
In contrast to hydrous oxide, reactively sputtered Ir16O2 has a
compact structure (Fig. 1f–h). The bulk (Fig. 1f) and the near-
surface regions (Fig. 1g and h) of the oxide consist of Ir and O in
a ratio of 1 : 2 (Fig. 1i), while hydroxy groups are absent.
Degradation of oxides through evolution of oxygen from the lattice
Details regarding the setups arrangement and electrodes pre-
paration can be found in ESI† and Fig. S1. In short, considering
that Ir oxide prepared by anodic or thermal oxidation can have
local character20 and to avoid contamination by other oxygen
isotopes, Ir18O2 was prepared by reactive sputtering in
18O2
atmosphere. Isotope labelled hydrous Ir18Ox was obtained by
cycling of potential of the Ir electrode in 0.1 M HClO4 prepared
by dilution of concentrated acid in H2
18O. Composition of the
isotope labelled samples was confirmed using time-of-flight
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (Fig. S8, ESI†). In order to
remove residuals of H2
18O from the pores of hydrous oxide,
which may aﬀect measured by OLEMS signal of isotopic
masses, after the preparation it was ultrasonically treated in
ultrapure H2
16O. Then it was transferred to the high vacuum
chamber and annealed at 100 1C in vacuum during the 2 hours
at 106 Pa. The detailed explanation of the procedure is
presented in Supplementary notes to Fig. S9 (ESI†).
To resolve possible participation of lattice oxygen in the
OER, the further electrochemical measurements were done in
H2
16O containing electrolyte. In this case the oxygen molecules
are expected to be formed in three ways (i) from water molecules
without lattice exchange (16O16O, m/z = 32 Da); (ii) by combi-
nation of oxygen atoms from water and oxide lattice (16O18O,
m/z = 34 Da) and (iii) from two lattice oxygen atoms, without
participation of water (18O18O, m/z = 36 Da). In order to exclude
the eﬀect of corresponding isotope abundance in H2
16O
used for the electrochemical measurements, the same electro-
chemical protocol was applied to labelled hydrous Ir18Ox and
unlabelled Ir16Ox prepared by an identical procedure. The
corresponding as received OLEMS data are shown in Fig. S10
and S11 (ESI†). The intensities of 16O18O and 18O18O signals in
the Fig. S11 (ESI†) were used as background values, subtracted
from those measured for the 18O-labelled samples (Fig. S10,
ESI†), whenever quantification was performed. The data after
background subtraction are shown in Fig. 2. The following
electrochemical protocol was employed to the hydrous Ir18Ox
Fig. 1 Atom Probe Tomography (APT) data of the near-surface regions of hydrous Ir16Ox (a–e) and reactively sputtered rutile Ir
16O2 (f–i). (a) 3D view of
the hydrous Ir16Ox. (b) Top-down view of the near surface region of the hydrous Ir
16Ox. (c) Side view, showing small pores/clusters. (d) Close-up on a
single oxide cluster, and (e) local mass spectrum of the oxide cluster in (d). The sample was prepared following the geometry shown in Fig. S5b (ESI†).
(f) 3D view of the side view of reactively sputtered rutile Ir16O2. (g) Top-down view of the surface of reactively sputtered Ir
16O2. (h) Side view of reactively
sputtered IrO2. (i) Concentration profile corresponding to Ir to O ratio in reactively sputtered Ir
16O2. Note: blue dots in a colour scheme represent oxygen
containing molecular ions detected in atom probe experiments.
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electrode: first, the potential was swept into the anodic direction
till the current density approached a value of 20 mA cm2 (Fig. 2a),
then the electrode was polarized at 15 mA cm2 during 60 s
(Fig. 2b) and an identical anodic sweep of potential was performed
once again (Fig. 2c) to evaluate changes in the electrode’s
behaviour. Simultaneously we recorded the Ir dissolution and
volatile products with mass-to-charge ratios of 32, 34 and 36 Da.
Fig. 2 shows that the concentration of dissolved Ir slightly
decreases from the first to the second scan of potential. The
higher dissolution during the first scan can be assigned to the
dissolution of the lattice defects and their stabilization after
the galvanostatic experiment. Significant formation of species
with both m/z 34 and 36 is observed during the polarization of
18O-labelled samples, evidencing participation of lattice oxygen
of hydrous Ir18Ox in
16O18O and 18O18O evolution (Fig. 2).
Signals of both 16O18O and 18O18O decrease after polarization at
constant current (Fig. 2a and c) indicating a continuous exchange
between oxygen atoms in the oxide lattice andwater during the OER.
Similarly, a decay in intensity of 18O18O is observed during longer
polarization of the 18O-labled hydrous oxide electrode at 15mA cm2
(Fig. S12, ESI†). When exposed to conditions of even more intense
oxygen formation, both dissolution and participation of lattice
oxygen in the OER on reactively sputtered Ir18O2 are almost negli-
gible (see Fig. 2d and Fig. S13, ESI†). In particular, insignificant
amounts of 16O18O and 18O18O species were detected, however, this
observation is rather speculative considering that the measured
signal is close to the detection limit and has a poor signal-to-noise
ratio. This finding agrees with a previous report for Ti/IrO2 prepared
by thermal decomposition of an Ir precursor17 and can be
expected from the superior durability of stoichiometric IrO2.
In line with our previous reports on metallic Ir,24 the
dissolution of hydrous oxide becomes detectable at a potential
below that for the evolution of oxygen (Fig. 3a) and accelerates
at OER relevant conditions (Fig. 3a–d). Interestingly, the for-
mation of oxygen molecules resulting from the combination of
different isotopes occurs simultaneously, with no difference in
the onset potential (Fig. 3b–d). Assuming that oxygen evolution
and dissolution of Ir are the only anodic processes taking place
during polarization, using the experimental data on dissolution
and formation of 16O16O, 16O18O and 18O18O, the contribution
of each of these species to the total current was estimated and
plotted in Fig. 3e–h. Additional details of such estimation can
be found in ESI.† In this set of experiments, the Ir dissolution
Fig. 2 On-line observation of lattice oxygen evolution and dissolution of hydrous Ir18Ox (a–c) and reactively sputtered Ir
18O2 (d) during OER in 0.1 M
HClO4 in H2
16O. Applied (a and c) or measured (b) potential for the investigation of OER and corresponding Ir concentration profiles, 16O16O, 16O18O and
18O18O signals plotted vs. time for an isotope labelled hydrous Ir18Ox electrode. Potential scans in (a) and (c) were performed from 1.2 VRHE till current
density reached 20 mA cm2 with the scan rate of 10 mV s1. (b) Galvanostatic anodic polarization at 15 mA cm2 during 60 s. (d) The measured potential
for the investigation of OER and corresponding Ir concentration profiles, 16O16O, 16O18O and 18O18O signals plotted vs. time for an isotope labelled
reactively sputtered Ir18O2 electrode during galvanostatic anodic polarization at 25 mA cm
2 during 60 s. The signals for 16O18O and 18O18O are shown
after subtraction of corresponding data obtained on unlabelled 16O-samples. As-received OLEMS data are shown in Fig. S10, S11 and S13 (ESI†).
Fig. 3 Dissolution of Ir (a) and formation of 16O16O (b), 16O18O (c) and
18O18O (d) plotted versus applied electrode potential during the anodic
sweep. Black curve corresponds to a measured current density. Partial
currents of Ir dissolution (e) and evolution of 16O16O (f), 16O18O (g) and
18O18O (h) depending on applied for 60 s current density. Electrode:
hydrous Ir18Ox, electrolyte: 0.1 M HClO4 in H2
16O.
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and formation of 16O16O, 16O18O and 18O18O were detected
during polarization of freshly prepared 18O-labelled samples of
hydrous oxide at various current densities (Fig. S14 and S15,
ESI†). The major part of the evolved oxygen is formed by
decomposition of water (16O16O), without any contribution of
lattice atoms. Lower, but still essential part of current corresponds
to oxygen formed by combination of atoms from water and oxide
(16O18O). In contrast, the partial currents of Ir dissolution and the
formation of 18O18O from the lattice of hydrous oxide, are one to
two orders of magnitude lower. Interestingly, in the whole range of
studied current densities, the ratio between dissolved Ir and
formed 18O18O is found to be constant, suggesting that the
dissolution reaction and lattice oxygen evolution are linked.
Discussion
Development of novel Ir-based anodes with improved electro-
catalytic properties requires a detailed understanding of the
structural distinctions that can be responsible for high reactivity
and/or provide long term stability. To achieve this, the mechanisms
of oxygen evolution and degradation reactions need to be collated
with the structure of the catalyst, preferably at the atomic scale.
Substantial progress in understanding the reactivity of Ir electrodes
was made using synchrotron based spectroscopy.10,19,25–28 In
particular, electronic defects such as OI and IrIII were reported
to provide high activity towards OER.11,19,28–30 In order to
correlate both activity and stability with the distribution of
individual atoms within the near surface region potentially
available for catalytic reactions we have recently suggested to com-
plement electrochemical data with correlative APT experiments.20
Below we address a mechanism of Ir oxides degradation through
the APT analysis and unique data on formation of oxygen
molecules from the lattice atoms.
As suggested by previous reports,24,31,32 the dissolution of
hydrous oxide becomes detectable at a potential below that
required for the evolution of oxygen (Fig. 3a), which can be
attributed to the dissolution induced by the oxidation of low
coordinated Ir species on the electrode surface.7 As soon as oxygen
starts evolving, a significant acceleration of the dissolution occurs
(Fig. 3a–d). For highly active Ir-based materials, e.g. hydrous or
reactively sputtered oxide (Fig. S16, ESI†), the potential at the
electrode during the OER is below the value required for oxidation
of Ir to IrVI.7 The dissolution, thus, occurs via an intermediate IrIII
and results in the formation of Ir3+ degradation products.7
Data in Fig. 3e–h and 2d suggest that the major portion of
the oxygen evolution results from water discharge without
exchange with atoms from the lattice for both oxides. Similar
observations were reported by Fierro et al. for acidic OER on
Ti/IrO2 anode,
17 and by Grimaud et al. during the alkaline water
electrolysis on various perovskites.13 We observe only insignificant
contribution of lattice oxygen atoms in the OER for rutile IrO2, in
contrast to the amorphous oxide. This difference in the lattice
participation to the oxygen evolution can be directly correlated
with the atomic scale microstructure of oxides derived from APT.
According to the APT data presented in Fig. 1a–c, the hydrous
oxide consists of a network of nanopores, each covered by ca. 52 at%
of IrO and 48 at% of OH groups, which roughly corresponds to a
1 : 1 ratio (Fig. 1d and e). The high content of OH-groups is
additionally confirmed by XPS data (Fig. S3b, ESI†). Considering
our XPS results shown in Fig. S3a (ESI†), and the near ambient
pressure XPS (NAP-XPS) from literature,11,19,33 amorphous and
hydrous oxides of Ir contain IrIII species. Most probably the role
of the OH groups in the oxide structure lies in stabilising the IrIII
oxidation state. The 1 : 1 ratio between IrO and OH derived from
the APT spectra indicates that electrochemically prepared hydrous
oxide more likely contains –IrIIIOOH groups instead of –IrIII(OH)x.
The –IrIIIOOH groups themselves can serve as OER precursors.
In particular, OH-groups contribute to the oxygen evolution by
combining with atoms from water via a peroxide mechanism
and give a rise to a signal for 16O18O in Fig. 3. This can occur
with participation of two active sites, as was suggested by
Bockris34 or with only one active site involved in accordance
with the mechanism proposed by Rossmeisl et al.35 Based on
in situ XPS measurements19,30 and CO titration29 experiments, a
peroxide pathway of OER was reported on Ir oxohydroxides.
In contrast to electrochemically formed oxides, the OH-free
structure of reactively sputtered oxide (Fig. 1f–h) indicates that
such reaction route is very unlikely to occur on rutile IrO2. As a
result, no difference atm/z = 34 Da is observed between 18O-labelled
and unlabelled samples of reactively sputtered IrO2 (Fig. 2).
During 1 min of anodic polarization at 15 mA cm2 approxi-
mately 81015 OH groups in hydrous oxide contribute to the OER
via peroxide route. This corresponds to 0.5% of the total amount
of the formed oxygen molecules, while only about 0.01% evolves
by combination of two neighbouring lattice oxygen atoms. The
formation of diﬀerent types of oxygen happens approximately at
the same onset potential (Fig. 3b–d) and with similar slope.
Fig. 3e and h reveals that the partial currents of Ir dissolution
and the formation of 18O18O from the lattice of hydrous oxide
are of the same order of magnitude, while the ratio between the
dissolved Ir and the formed 18O18O is found to be constant
within the range of studied current densities. This important
observation has never been reported in the literature before and
directly confirms the previously suggested correlation between
the lattice oxygen evolution and dissolution.8,9 Obviously, the
removal of oxygen atoms from the lattice is an energetically
unfavourable event, which results in superior stability of Ir
oxides. Nevertheless on hydrous oxide, such events that lead
to dissolution may occur more frequently, resulting in an order
of magnitude higher dissolution rate than that exhibited by
rutile-IrO2. The accelerated dissolution may originate from
structural diﬀerences between the rutile and hydrous IrOx,
particularly the presence of –IrIIIOOH species. This stoichiometry
derived from APT experiments corresponds to a degradation
intermediate HIrIIIO2 species, which we previously suggested
based on the dissolution data.7,31 We made an assumption that
an intermediate HIrIIIO2 degrades forming Ir
3+ in the solution.7,31
However, the insights gained from the isotope labelled experi-
ments provide complementary information suggesting that the
degradation of –IrIIIOOH may be accompanied by the release of
molecular oxygen. Thus, when present in the oxide structure the
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–IrIIIOOH groups themselves can lead to higher degradation via
formation of oxygen molecules from the lattice atoms.
In accordance with in situ Raman,36 XPS,11,12,28 STEM studies,37
and CO-titration experiments,30 hydrous oxide is composed of IrO6
clusters that share oxygen atoms in the edges andmay be connected
by OI, OH or H2O bridges in vertices. These oxygen-containing
groups were reported to be beneficial for the electrode activity since
they are spatially available for water attack.37 Participation of oxygen
containing linkages in the OER eventually leads to a weakening of
the connection between IrO6 octahedra, increasing the probability
of Ir dissolution and of the formation of lattice 18O18O. With each
new reaction cycle, ‘exposed’ Ir atoms become available for adsorp-
tion of OH-radicals formed by water discharge, resulting in a
constant exchange between oxygen in the lattice and oxygen atoms
in water, as indicated by the decay in the measured intensity of
18O-containg oxygen species in Fig. 2c. In addition, unlike rutile
IrO2, hydrous oxide has a porous structure, where not only the
topmost surface layers, but also near-surface bulk regions can be
available for the OER, see e.g. Fig. 1. As a result much higher
signals of 18O18O and dissolution are observed. The oxide
structure therefore plays a crucial role in the stability of the
oxide lattice and should be considered for the rational design of
stable and active Ir-based catalysts. Overall, Ir-based oxides with
strong Ir–O bonding in linkages between IrO6 clusters should
exhibit higher stability against dissolution.
Conclusions
In summary, by combining advanced electrochemical char-
acterization with a method of isotope labelling and atom probe
tomography we have demonstrated that diﬀerences in lattice
oxygen evolution on Ir-oxides originate from their respective
structure and microstructure. Specifically, the lattice oxygen
evolution mechanismmay take place on both studied materials,
however, the high number of defects, the presence of –IrIIIOOH-
groups and the porosity in the hydrous IrOx make lattice oxygen
atoms more available for combination with those from water.
Such interactions result in a weakening of the connection
between IrO6 clusters in the oxide matrix, thereby increasing
the probability of the formation of molecular oxygen from the
lattice and also of Ir dissolution. Nevertheless, oxygen evolution
on Ir-based anodes mainly results from discharge of water
molecules, explaining superior durability of these materials.
The approach based on combining of isotope labelling, OLEMS
and atom probe tomography can be further applied to advance
understanding of lattice oxygen evolution mechanisms on other
catalyst materials, e.g. iridium based perovskites or hollandites,
ruthenium oxides or non-precious metal oxides.
Experimental
Preparation of reactively sputtered IrO2
Thin films of isotope labelled reactively sputtered Ir18O2 were
deposited by magnetron sputtering (BESTEC GmbH, Berlin,
Germany) at 100 W in a mixture of 18O2 (99.00 at%, Sigma Aldrich)
and Ar as the sputter gas and the chamber pressure was regulated
to 0.5 Pa at room temperature. The base vacuum before deposition
was 2.0  106 Pa. The Ø3 inch target of Ir (99.9%, Evochem,
Germany) was pre-cleaned by sputtering against closed shutters
prior to deposition and the chamber was purged with of mixture
18O2 and Ar during 30 min. To prepare films with a minimal
surface roughness, the smooth substrates of single crystalline
Si(100) wafers with a 1.5 mm thermal SiO2 diﬀusion and reaction
barrier layer were used. The resulting thickness of the obtained
coating was approximately 80 nm. Unlabelled reactively sputtered
Ir16O2 were deposited using a mixture of
16O2 and Ar. All other
conditions were kept as described before.
Preparation of hydrous IrOx
First thin films of Ir were deposited on the Si(100)/SiO2 wafers
by magnetron sputtering in Ar atmosphere at room temperature
and 100 W. The base vacuum before deposition was 2.5 
106 Pa. During the sputtering the pressure was adjusted to
0.5 Pa. The Ir target was also precleaned prior to deposition
as described above. The resulting thickness of the obtained
coating was ca. 100 nm. Such prepared Ir films were used as
working electrodes in a three electrode electrochemical cell,
using saturated Ag/AgCl electrode (Metrohm, Germany) and Pt
as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. The 18O-labelled
samples of hydrous Ir18Ox were prepared using solution of 0.1 M
HClO4 in H2
18O (97.76 at%, Campro Scientific GmbH, Germany)
applying a square wave potential program with upper and lower
potential limits of 1.4 and 0.04 VRHE, respectively (300 cycles at
0.5 Hz). Then electrodes were carefully rinsed with ultrapure
H2
16O water and treated in the vacuum at 100 1C during 2 hours
to ensure removal of physiosorbed H2
18O from the pores of
material. Such procedure does not aﬀect structure of the material
and has no impact on stability-activity behaviour.
OLEMS measurements
Unlabelled samples were prepared using electrolyte containing
0.1 M HClO4 (Suprapur
s 70% HClO4, Merck, Germany) in
ultrapure H2
16O water (PureLab Plus system, Elga, 18 MO cm,
TOC o 3 ppb). All 18O-labelled samples were prepared right
before the OLEMS measurements and transferred in a desiccator
to avoid exchange of lattice oxygen in topmost layers with air.
The volatile oxygen products with mass to charge ratios of
32, 34 and 36 were measured using scanning flow cell – on-line
electrochemical mass spectrometer (OLEMS) set up, previously
described in.38 In contrast to SFC connected to the ICP-MS,
here the PTFE tip from the top of the cell through an extra
vertical channel was introduced (Fig. S1b, ESI†). In this case,
surface area of the working electrode was 12.5  102 cm2. A
50 mm thick PTFE Gore-Tex membrane with a pore size of
20 nm, through which products can evaporate into the vacuum
system of the mass spectrometer (Extrel, Pennsylvania, USA),
was mounted onto the very end of the tip. The approximate
distance from the tip to the electrode was about 30 mm, which is
determined by the thickness of the silicon ring sealing around
the cell opening and the applied contact force. These parameters
affect the sensitivity and, therefore, they were kept constant
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during the whole set of measurements. The small size of pores
and the thickness of the membrane result in the reduction of the
water background pressure inside the vacuum and provide a
good response time. Prior to measurements electrolyte was
purged with Ar during 2 hours to ensure that no oxygen is
coming from air. Such optimized configuration results in good
response time and high sensitivity. All OLEMS measurements
were performed in electrolyte containing 0.1 M HClO4 in ultra-
pure H2
16O water. A potentiostat (Gamry Reference 600, USA) was
used for the electrochemical measurements with both setups.
Each measurement was reproduced at least three times on three
different samples prepared by the identical procedure.
APT experiments
Needle-shaped APT specimens were prepared by means of a
site-specific lift-out procedure using a FEI Helios 600 Nanolab
focused ion beam (FIB)/scanning electron microscope. A
200 nm thick protective Cr-layer was coated on top of Ir by
e-beam deposition in order to protect the surface oxides. The
APT experiments were conducted on a CAMECA LEAP 5000 XS
instrument equipped with an ultraviolet laser with a spot size
of 2 mm and a wavelength of 355 nm (detection eﬃciency
B80%). Data was acquired in laser pulsing mode at a specimen
temperature of 60 K, with a target evaporation rate of 5 ions per
1000 pulses, a pulsing rate of 200 kHz, laser pulse energy of
60 pJ. The APT data were reconstructed and analysed using the
commercial IVAS 3.6.14t software.
Further details on the additional methods, experimental
procedures and characterization data can be found in the ESI.†
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